
Annex 2:  

Shanghai Enterprise Joint Pavilion of World Expo 20 10 Shanghai China  

Applying scheme of open solicitation activity of th eme conception 
scheme, mascot and pavilion badge  

Author's Letter of Commitment  

The promisee is fully aware of and willing to accept the Announcement of 
Solicitation of Theme Conception Scheme, Mascot and Pavilion Badge of 
Shanghai Enterprise Joint Pavilion, World Expo 2010 Shanghai China 
(hereinafter called “Solicitation Announcement”), and committed myself to 
Shanghai Guosheng (Group) Co., Ltd. and Management Center of Shanghai 
Enterprise Joint Pavilion of World Expo 2010 Shanghai China (under 
preparation) (hereinafter called “activity sponsor”) as follows:  

(I) The promisee guarantees that he/she is the author of the applying 
scheme of open solicitation activity of theme conception scheme, mascot 
and pavilion badge of shanghai enterprise joint pavilion, World Expo 2010 
Shanghai China (hereinafter called “applying scheme”) and holds the 
integral and exclusive right of copyright. If any third party infringement 
arises, the promisee shall undertake all legal responsibilities. 

(II) The promisee guarantees that the applying scheme is original work, and 
has never been published in any shape or form or made public in any way, 
except participating in this very solicitation. 

(III) The promisee guarantees that he/she has never used, developed, or 
authorized anyone else to use or develop in any form the applying scheme 
throughout the world.  Since submission of the collected scheme till 
announcement of evaluation results of the collection activity, the accepter 
will not apply or develop the collected scheme by himself/herself nor 
authorize other person to apply or develop the collected scheme by any 
means. 

(IV) The accepter affirms that without written approval of organizers, he/she 
will not deliver, promote or transfer his/her collected scheme or promote 
his/her collection behavior by any means. 

(V) The promisee confirms that the activity sponsor is entitled to utilize the 
applying schemes passing the preliminary examination, and has the right 
to utilize, develop, amend, authorize, permit or protect the said schemes 
by any means. The promisee confirms that the Activity Sponsor shall own 
the right of copyright once his/her applying scheme is nominated. The 
promisee holds only the right of authorship. 

(VI) The accepter guarantees that his/her collected scheme does not infringe 
legal rights and interests of any third party. In the event of any reputation 
or economic loss suffered by the organizers due to infringement of legal 



rights and interests of the third party by the accepter’s collected scheme or 
other mistakes of the accepters, the organizers have the right to ask the 
accepter to take sufficient and proper actions to hold the organizers free 
from the above mentioned losses. In the mean time, the organizers 
reserve the right to investigate and lodge a claim to the accepter. 

(VII) The accepter guarantees that his/her commitments are authentic and 
creditable, and he/she will kindly such commitments.  In the event of 
damage to the organizers due to violation of such commitments, the 
accepter will bear corresponding legal responsibilities therefrom. At the 
same time, the organizers reserve the right to disqualify collection of the 
accepter. 

(VIII) The promisee guarantees to keep secret during scheme creation and 
submission to organizer and confirms any cost incurred due to the 
participation of the solicitation is bore by the promise himself/herself. 

(IX) For this letter of commitment, laws of the People's Republic of China shall 
apply. 

(X) This letter of commitment comes into effect on the day of the promisee's 
signature (and/or seal). 

Promisee's name 

Certificate type and/or number 

Promisee's signature/seal 

Date of subscription 


